
U.S. HISTORY WEEK FIVE GUIDE 

Overview of Week 

After the Reconstruction period, there was an industrial boom.  Industrialization played a big 

role in the development of the United States with many considering this industrial boom a 

second Industrial Revolution.  This week you will be looking at the Populist party.  The Populist 

party was created due to the same concerns that caused the Reconstruction era to collapse.  

The other two days you will be looking at the expansion of industry which you saw some of last 

week during Westward Expansion.  

Day One (9/8) 

The Populist movement came from the Farmers’ Alliance which came from Grange.  Grange and 

the Farmers’ Alliance were groups that gave a platform for educational forums about current 

issues usually dealing with the railroad and government control.  Populism came from these 

two groups as a way to create a political party that is also known as the People’s Party. 

• Read: Populist Movement 

• Assignment: Populism 

Day Two (9/9) 

The end of the 19th century saw an industrial boom.  This industrialization came from natural 

resources and new inventions. 

• Read: Industry Expands 

Day Three (9/10) 

This assignment is over the reading, Industry Expands.  

• Assignment: Expansion of Industry 

Vocabulary: This list of vocabulary is not an assignment. It is just vocabulary that is important 

this week. 

Populism Grange Farmers’ Alliance 

William Jennings Bryan Industrialization Inventions 

Turn-in Format 

All assignments are due at the end of the week.  This means you can turn all assignments in at 
once or you can turn them in as you go.  You can a document to me through email or Bloomz or 
send a picture through text, email, or Bloomz.  You do not have to print the packet out and fill 
in the holes.  You can just type up a document or write out your answers. YOU HAVE TO 
NUMBER YOUR ASSIGNMENTS TO MATCH THE QUESTION AND WRITE THE NAME OF THE 
ASSIGNMENT AT THE TOP. This information will help me match your answers to the 
assignment.  Be careful when you turn things in too.  DOUBLE CHECK to make sure you are 
sending all of your work especially if you submitting by a photo.  
 



Note About Assignments 

If the assignment has a specific format, please follow it.  I will put a description above the 
assignments.  This description will tell you how many sentences you should use to answer the 
question or discuss how to complete the assignment.  Examples would be telling you to match 
terms with definition or define vocabulary. 
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Answer all the questions in the Lesson 4 Assessment EXCEPT question 2.  

  

DAY ONE (9/8) 

Populism Assignment 
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Industry Expands 



 

Lesson 1 Assessment: “Organize Information: Use a chart to list resources, ideas, and markets 

that affected the industrial boom of the 19th century. In the second column, note how each 

item contributed to industrialization.” You will make your own chart labeling the first column 

Resources, Ideas, & Markets and the second column Impact.  

DAY THREE (9/10) 

Expansion of Industry 


